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The Carnsa family is back in User Story Confusion: Creating and Breaking Them Down, the third
short guide in the semi-fictional Carnsa Development series. It's an ideal companion to Agile
Confusion. It covers the awkward situation of ignoring user stories that are unable to be made
small enough to fit into a sprint. Perhaps the Carnsa family experience can help you too?Bob,
the suspiciously bright son and school boy in the Carnsa family, is upset he can't break down
user stories into smaller ones. He is too embarrassed to admit it to his mother so enlists his
granny to help him discreetly. Granny will do whatever she can to help her grandson understand
the concepts. Chock-full of information, references, links, and a quiz you can relate to and use,
this quick reference guide answers your questions and to help you: - Identify and relate
scenarios familiar to you or your team - Speed up the process to create user stories for
requirements - Consider options to motivate and support the development team - Support
having something tangible to demonstrate at the end of a sprint
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Quiz answersAlso by Chris LewisPrefaceThis book is the third semi-fictional story in the Carnsa
Development Series called ‘User Story Confusion: Creating and Breaking Them Down.’ It is
an ideal follow-up to the story called ‘Agile Confusion: A Quick Understanding of the Basics and
Application’. A technique called 'user story mapping' is used to create user stories followed by
options to ensure they fit into a sprint. Perhaps the following scenarios are familiar to you or your
team?● We take too long to create user stories for requirements.● As a team, we keep
failing to have anything to demonstrate at the end of a sprint.If the answer is yes to any of the
above, then this book is for you!At the end of the story, there is the usual quiz to test your
knowledge. This book may be fun, but its primary purpose is to serve as a quick and practical
reference book you can refer to in the future.The Carnsa FamilyThe Carnsa family are a lovely,
bright, and quirky family from the UK. They apply tools and techniques you may know from
business and development to enhance their everyday family lives.In each story, discover how
their lives are enhanced with a tool, process, or approach. Usually, the family all get along, but
occasionally, Granny, a traditionalist, will need a little more than the others to be convinced
about a new approach.Enjoy!1. Agile Roles and User StoriesClaudia is an enthusiastic business
analyst and working mother. She likes to involve her family in technology projects to learn about
software and business techniques in a fun, relatable way. A persona, used in user-centred
design and marketing, is a fictional person that represents a user type that might use the end
service or product. It helps to understand the behaviours of a user of a service or product. A
persona profile referencing Claudia could be: Job Role: Business Analyst Team LeadLives with:
Husband, four children, and her motherEducation level: MastersMarital Status: MarriedAge
range: 30 to 50 Passion: Spreading good practice regarding business analysis tools and
techniquesAbility in writing using stories: 5/5 (1 = low 5 = high)Claudia, in a user story, could
be:As a business analyst team lead, I want my team to reference the BA guidebook so that we
all work in a standard way.***Recently, Claudia successfully introduced her family to the Agile
framework to help run projects. They preferred this approach over the traditional Waterfall project
approach, and, as a result, they have been using it for their projects ever since. From the Agile
framework, her family typically used Scrum, with time-boxed sprints of two weeks. They also
used Kanban (supports continuous workflow) from the Agile framework to prepare themselves



before development started. For example, the delivery of cake accessory catalogue tins and
other items to help get ready before development of the cake began. The brilliant white kitchen
walls took the brunt of the colourful, multiple artefact outputs created from projects. Their walls
displayed various reports that included burndown charts and management dashboards to track
progress. At one end was the large wooden kitchen table, where the family regularly gathered for
project work.When the family used Scrum, they ensured all the standard Agile roles
represented:● Product Owner – Representation dependent on whose project it was, had the
vision, owned the requirements (user stories) backlog, and prioritised the user stories.●
Scrum Master – Typically represented by the father, Barry, who protected the team and did
everything in his power to help the team focus.● Development Team – The rest of the family,
who did the actual work, selected user stories for the sprint backlog, estimated the work before
the start of development, and committed to getting the work done.● A sprint is a set time
frame; for example, one to four weeks. A release contains several sprints.The most recent
project involved arranging a family holiday. In the final retrospective, the family agreed it was
probably one of the best holidays they had ever had. Claudia was delighted that the family
embraced and understood the user story format to capture project requirements. Evidenced by
the quality of the user stories in the story map on the wall. The user story format they chose to
use was:As a <user type>, I want <capability> so that I can <goal>.They wrote the capability
section as an active verb; for example, the word ‘measure’ or ‘read’ or ‘check.’There are different
ways to write a user story. For example:● Some use the term ‘I can’ instead of ‘I want.’●
Sometimes, the word ‘capability’ is replaced with the name ‘feature’ or ‘activity.’They understood
that a user story is written from a user’s point of view and that the user can be human or non-
human. An example of a non-human user is a system.An example of a user story is:As a driver, I
want to be notified visually in my car when I am low on petrol so that I can avoid car failure.Note:
Notified is the action verb in this example.They adapted the approach when they tried a
suggestion from Barry that worked well for them.“At work, we write it from the user who
benefits.”2. Checking Validity: INVESTClaudia decided to check her family’s knowledge of the
characteristics of a good user story to check that it was valid. Otherwise, it would be most likely
impractical to continue. She was in the car with her eight-year-old son, Bob.“Bob, what is the
user story format for capturing requirements?”Bob smiled.“It is… A user type wants capability so
that I can achieve a goal.”She wanted to encourage Bob gently.“Now, can you give me an
example?”There was silence for a few seconds as Bob scrunched his face.“As a customer, I
want a choice of payment methods, so I can use a method that suits me.”She grinned.
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Mesang Clayborne, “Interesting read. Prior to reading the book I had very little knowledge about
the concept of user stories. But I was curious and wanted to see what this story had to offer. As
someone who is studying to improve my language structure and utilize software that better helps
me organize my writing, this book is very useful. It acts as a guide to help improve development.
If you don't like reading long manuals this is perfect because its a short and quick read that is
straightforward and teaches you the break down of user stories, the advantages and
disadvantages to length within user stories, story mapping, and more. It then provides a useful
quiz to test your knowledge which I find benefical for helping to memorize important facts and
abbreviations. One part of the book I really appreciated was the chapter on checking the validity
of a user story. As Lewis mentions, "A user type wants capability so that I can achieve a goal.” To
check if a user story is ready to be developed it must clearly state the user, and the writing must
be clear and consise. Lewis introduces the concept of INVEST which means the story "stands
by itself, allows room for discussion, is of benefit, the size can be estimated, the size is small,
and it can be tested.” Whether your breaking down a story or not, INVEST is one of the crucial
terms to help determine the quality of logic within the work.If your new to the subject of user
stories I definitely reccomend this guide. As a beginner, its easier to follow something short and
quick than something long and possibly confusing. While I am still studying more about user
stories I am glad I read this book because it provided me with a good introduction to this subject
that can be very useful in my future studies.”

The book by Chris Lewis has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 4 people have provided feedback.
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